Delivery Assurance
Delivery Assurance ensures that your deployment follows the same Workday method that
has worked for all our customers. We have made it mandatory because we’ve seen the
problems that come from inconsistent implementation. One reason our customer satisfaction
rates are high is because Delivery Assurance is there at critical checkpoints to make the
deployment successful.
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Four Reasons We Require Delivery Assurance
• An objective and consistent viewpoint

70%

• Collective expertise
• Project checkpoints at critical stages of deployment
• A single point of contact throughout the process

"Workday offers insights that
we haven’t had before. We are able to
slice and dice information in just about
any way we want to."
- Senior VP, Administration, District Board
of Trustees of Broward College, Florida

Customers Live

95%+
Customers Satisfaction

"The biggest advantage is one system, which is
huge for our global managers. We have the same
processes, the same look and feel. For example,
if we want to increase salaries, it’s the same
process in China as it is in Sweden. With
executive support, HR, IT, and finance have
agreed that Workday should be our single source
of truth."
- Global HR Business Application Manager,
Elekta AB

"We were able to accomplish the ‘big
bang’ without any productivity gap, in
half time than we imagined. Most
companies take months beyond what
we experienced, and our Workday
partners were right there with us to
make that happen."
- Vice President, Human Resources,
Enterprise Business, HP Inc.
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